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1. Indentat
I
tion Rollling Resiistance aand Belt Conveyoor Design
The scale of modern bbelt conveyyors requiress that designns be predicctive and
anallytical. It is generally aagreed that iindentation of the rubbeer belt coverr as it passees over
an iddler can be a primary soource of pow
wer loss in ddriving a beelt conveyorr system. Thhis is
partiicularly the case for lonng horizontaal belt conveeyors.
Understannding the role of variouus belt comppounds and construction
c
n allows theeir
assoociated param
meters to bee consideredd design varriables for ppower and belt tension
reduuction and m
managementt. Varying ooperating ennvironmentss and conveyor parametters
also adds anothher level of ccomplexity tto the selecttion of the belt
b and otheer componeents in
a coonveyor systtem. Predicction of the eenergy loss due to indenntation rolliing resistancce
invoolves two m
modeling effoorts;
1. How rrubber behaves under trransient loadding
2. How cconveyor idler rolls inddent the belt covers
While sevveral predicttion methoddologies havve been deveeloped over the years, rrecent
mportance of including the strain dependency oof
moddeling effortts have idenntified the im
com
mmon belt coover rubberss in indentattion rolling resistance predictions.
p
This paperr
com
mpares the reesults of straain dependeent analysis for a comm
mon rubber w
with laboratoory
test measuremeents of a connveyor belt rrunning withh the same covers.
c

1.1.. Scope
The scopee of this studdy was to exxamine a typpical backinng material tto determine the
majoor sources oof error and variability in
i the steps required to make an inndentation roolling
resisstance prediiction and too draw concclusions aboout the accurracy of a preedictive metthod
by ccomparing reesults to dirrect measureements. In tthe process,, various im
mprovementss to
the ppublished prredictive meethods weree made. Theese and the effect of rubbber test meethods
are oorganized inn separate papers. The results from
m two directt tests; one a simple tabble top
meaasurement; th
the other a fu
full-scale tesst of a short belt segmennt, are proviided for
com
mparison to tthe current sstate of the ccalculationss.

1.2.. Rubberr Properties Measurements aand Material Charracterizatiion
Modeling of the rubbber begins w
with laboratoory tests to determine
d
thhe material
straiin/response behavior ovver a range of
o temperatuures and speeeds or freqquencies. Foor
polyymers and vvarious dissippative mateerials like ruubber compoounds, such measuremeents
are ttypically doone with an ooscillatory lload vs. straain instrumeent and theree are standarrd,
com
mmercial DM
MA (Dynam
mic Mechaniical Analyzeer) machines available ffor this purppose.
The stiffnness and recoovery param
meters of thee rubbers ussed for convveyor belt coovers
are vviscoelastic, i.e., vary w
with time annd temperatuure. Typicaal modern DMA
D
instrum
ments
proccess the raw
w, harmonic deformationn and force reaction datta at variouss controlledd
tempperatures innto frequency dependennt storage annd loss moduuli, ′or ′′, for a direcct test
(alteernately ′ oor
for a shear
s
mode test). Thesse frequencyy and tempeerature depenndent
dataa are then ovverlain to foorm the classsic ‘master ccurve’ for thhe material by assuminng an
anallytical form of the time//temperaturre superposittion principple of linear viscoelasticcity
suchh as given byy the WLF (Williams, L
Landel, Ferrry) law [cf. ref. 1]. Thee moduli aree also
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oftenn used direcctly in the raatio
′′⁄ ′, caalled ‘tan deelta’. These
≡ ′′⁄
modduli characteerize assumeedly linear viscoelastic
v
materials, such
s
that theey depend only
o
on fr
frequency/teemperature bbut are independent of strain levelss.
This lineaar behavior ffor typical ffilled rubberr compoundds as used foor belt backiing
mateerial is founnd to be valiid over onlyy small strainn ranges, orr the magnituude ′ and ′′
can vary signifiicantly with the impresssed strain magnitude;
m
tyypically lesss than aboutt
0.1%
%. Carry loads on the idler rolls arre often founnd to indentt the backingg well beyoond the
lineaar response range and has
h been dem
monstrated tto have a siggnificant efffect on
indeentation losss prediction [2]. A corrrection for sstrain used inn this work,, as in [2], hhas
beenn a simple scaling of ′ and or ′ and ′′ too strain maggnitude. Thiis is an
apprroximate coorrection sinnce frequenccy and therefore temperrature have some
s
influeence
on sstrain sensitiivity which varies with rubbers. Inn the predicttion methodd described in
i the
folloowing the caalculations are
a done iteeratively witth continual strain levell correctionss to
the m
material mooduli.
Regardingg material properties measurements, there couuld also be dependence
d
oon the
labooratory, testiing protocoll, methodoloogy and data analysis, aas well as chhanges in ruubber
behaavior with aage etc. that may result in variabilitty in test ressults of the bbacking matterial.
Thiss issue was aaddressed inn this study but publishhed separately [10].

1.3.. Measurrement vs.. Predictioon
Direct testting, usuallyy in the labooratory, has also been uused to provve, compare and
charracterize inddentation rollling resistaance. Advanntages are thhat results m
may include oother
loss sources asssociated with
th the belt deeformation. Disadvanttages arise w
with the diffficulty
r
of appplication variables suchh as; loadingg, belt speedd,
in chharacterizinng the wide range
tempperature, idller diameterr, belt constrruction, etc.. - needed foor use in connveyor desiign
and the expensee of buildingg, maintainiing and operrating the teest facility. Even directt
meaasurement off the indentaation resistaance is subjeect to measuurement erroor and
assuumptions. Itt may be noted that sevveral of thesee test studiees included ccomparison to
preddictions withh the concluusion that inndentation roolling resistaance is not amenable
a
too
accuurate predicttive calculattions. One of the intennts of this paaper is to adddress that
sugggestion.

2. Indentat
I
tion Rollling Resiistance M
Models
Analytical and compuutational moodels of inddentation rollling resistannce of the belt
backking by idler rolls have been develooped and, foor design puurposes, the influence oof the
mainn parameterrs such as iddler diameteer, carry weiight, backing thickness and rubber
propperties of thee backing hhave been well identified with simpple analyticaal approachees.
Various annalytical annd computatiional modells of the inddentation rollling resistannce
calculation exisst and are coommonly ussed, from sim
mple one-diimensional models
m
of thhe
p
enerrgy loss models, to full two-dimennsional finitee element
steaddy rolling process,
calculations of tthe deformaation and reccovery proccess of the bbacking material movinng over
an iddler roll. Inndeed, the tootal loss for a particularr idler is a thhree dimenssional probleem
that must includde loading vvariations accross the width of the belt. This prroject is limited to
unifform loadingg as shown iin Figure 1 so the thirdd dimension is not addreessed in thiss
papeer except thrrough acknoowledging tthe effect off incorporatiing the varyying load acrross
the iidler roll.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of viscoelastic behavior during belt cover indentation
Prediction models are based on various assumptions and consequently may provide
different results, even for the same material parameters. One aspect of modeling is that
of the kinematics of the backing deformations. Another is how the indentation loss is
derived from the deformation model.
Jonkers [3] focuses on the energy dissipation rate of the cover material in a steady
deformation cycle whereas Lodewijks [4] and others determine the power of the stress
distribution at the idler/backing interface. In the latter case, the effective resistance force
of the belt on an idler roll is related to this power through the moment of the interface
stress distribution about the center of the idler roll. As most models of indentation rolling
resistance are viewed as a steady state process where the cover material moves though a
“control volume” region around the idler roll interface, these two different approaches
could also be characterized as energy dissipation and moment methods. Alternately,
these are internal and external work perspectives. Differences result in these
approaches, depending on the material model and the deformation modeling in each, but,
of course, under the same assumptions, both the energy dissipation rate and the power
methods must provide the same result, assuming no slipping at the idler/backing
interface, by the conservation of energy principle.
More complete deformation models such as those of May, et. al., [5] or Hunter [6],
treat the backing as fully two-dimensional so that shear deformation occurs in the
backing. These more rigorous models generally fall into the category of power methods
4

and ensue from different material and deformation assumptions, and provide some
differences in predicted resistance values. Lodewijks [4] has shown that indentation
resistance values from these two dimensional approaches are somewhat higher than the
one-dimensional models, but not by significant amounts for similar material models.
One can also take a completely computational approach to this rolling contact
problem, where the cover deforms as a two-dimensional medium and modeled by finite
elements [8]. Like the power method mentioned above, the interface stress distribution
and center of reaction offset from the idler roller center is iteratively determined to
provide a resistive force on the belt. The advantage of a computational approach is that
less restrictive deformation models are possible, such as modeling the entire belt carcass
as may be important for cable reinforced belts where the deformation between the steel
cables also dissipate energy. On the other hand, recourse to computational methods at the
outset does not bring out important parameter dependence or may be time consuming and
expensive for parameter studies.

2.1. One Dimensional ‘Winker Foundation’ Models
Modeling of the cover layer as a Winkler Foundation provides a simple yet direct
way to analyze the rubber deformation. Though rubber is known to deform in shear, the
Winkler model assumes the belt cover to be a bed of independent longitudinal springs so
that their deflection versus time can be modeled to conform to an indentation magnitude.

Interface stress
Direction of
belt motion

Belt
Idler

Fig. 2: Winkler representation of the indentation and stress between the belt and idler.
In the approach of Jonkers [3], the strain energy absorbed by the backing material is
approximately determined. Rather than the actual stress/strain path, the load cycle is
taken to be that of an elliptical path of the Lissajou oval. The methodology assumes that
the deformation cycle experienced by the backing, modeled as a one-dimensional Winker
foundation, is continually one of compression followed immediately by tension in a
periodic, single frequency, sinusoidal cycle with a half wavelength equal to the contact
length with the idler. The load balance – stress equilibrium equation and stress/strain
determine the maximum strain  o , used to arrive at a ‘correction’ for the rubber
properties. This is described in Rudolphi and Reicks [10] and is used in the results that
follow.
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Lodewijkss [4] methoddology is allso used in tthe comparissons providded below. IIn this
calculation, a foormula for thhe contact sstress, relatinng the carryy load, contaact length (aand
hencce strains thhrough the circular arc oof the idler) and materiaal viscoelastic parameteers, is
solvved in an iterrative proceess to determ
mine the actuual length oof contact foor the applieed
loadd. When thee correct conntact length is establishhed, the stresss and strainn profile
incluuding the viiscoelastic rrecovery undder the idlerr roll is deteermined. Inttegration off the
mom
ment of the ccontact stress profile, aabout the idller center, thhen provides the moment of
the rrolling resisstance force,, and hence the equivallent rolling rresistance foorce. The
expaansion of thhis method iss provided bby Rudolphii and Reickss [7] and is used in the
resuults that folloow below.

3. Direct
D
In
ndentatioon Rollin
ng Resistance Measurem
M
ments
Direct meeasurement oof belt coveer indentatioon rolling is practically limited to a small
set oof operatingg conditions compared tto the wide rrange of loaads on a beltt conveyor or
o the
operrating enviroonment for a particularr applicationn, to say notthing about tthe combinaations
of belt and idlerr roll properrties at the ddesign stagee. Nonetheleess, direct m
measuremennts
servve a very useeful functionn comparingg reality to predicted
p
vaalues from m
models whicch
incluude various assumptionns and extraapolations.
Field meaasurements hhave practiccal challengees of separaating the bellt cover
conttribution froom other lossses as well as the difficculty in channging design variables.. In
addiition, the rolll load distriibution is efffectively inntegrated acrross the beltt width in suuch
meaasurements. Separatingg load from resistance
r
m
makes
it even more diffi
ficult to
extraapolate for uuse in similar designs. Therefore, short laboraatory tests w
with controlled
paraameters havee been usedd as a measuure of the accuracy of thhe various predictions
p
discussed abovee. Recognizzing that inddentation roolling resistaance is only important iin the
aggrregate of maany individuual idler rollls underlinees an additioonal major ddifficulty off
senssitivity evenn when attem
mpting to measure indenntation loss in a controlled setting.. That
saidd, two direct measuremeents of indenntation rolliing resistancce on the sam
me belt covver
rubbber were perrformed to aassess suitabbility of the selected preediction moodels. Thesee are
discussed brieflly here withh results provvided below
w.

3.1.. Overlan
nd Conveyyor - Incliine Rollerr Test
A test wass developedd which meaasures the accceleration of
o a rolling cylinder down an
incliined plane. The differeence in acceeleration bettween the rooller operatinng on the beelt
coveer and on a rrigid base iss used as a m
measure of the
t loss duee to the rolleer indentatioon into
the rrubber. Sixx inch diameeter steel andd steel coveered nylon roolls providees two loadinngs.
A shheet of the rrubber to be tested is gluued to a thinn metal sheeet, which is laid on a riggid,
flat and inclinedd base. A 360 pulse enncoder is attaached to thee center of thhe roll and
rotattionally suppported by a 36 inch torrque arm, which is suppported at its end with a 72
inchh string so thhat negligiblle rotation or
o resistancee occurs durring the 8 innch roller
movvement. Thee time is meeasured accuurately betw
ween each riising step off the encodeer and
diffeerences in tiime intervalls can be useed to calculate the channging velociity, or
acceeleration. R
Rather than m
measure the slope of thee rubber covver accurateely (within 00.006
anguular degreess for 0.0001 friction disscretion), a tthin piece off steel is laid on the rubbber,
whicch prevents most indenntation whilee conforminng to the rubbber macro ssurface. Reesults
are pprovided in Section 4.
6

3.2. The University of Newcastle - Recirculating Belt Test Facility
Tests measuring the rolling resistance of a short belt sample of the same belt cover
material were made at the TUNRA Bulk Solids laboratory at The University of
Newcastle. The test setup is illustrated in Figure 3. The test facility accepts pre-spliced
endless belts up to 600 mm wide and 5500 mm long. The belt speed, idler roll diameter
and vertical load can be varied and the influence of each parameter measured
independently. The applied vertical load is a result of the vertical component of the belt
tension in addition to a minor component due to the self-weight of the belt. The vertical
load is varied by adjusting the counterweight. To ensure the contribution of the belt
flexural resistance is minimized the deflection of the belt over the instrumented idler roll
is limited to conventional sag ratios, with 2.0 % selected for this study.

Fig. 3: Illustration of the TUNRA Bulk Solids conveyor belt indentation rolling
resistance test facility.

The total horizontal force , acting on the idler roll is due to the indentation rolling
resistance and the rotating resistance of the idler roll. Measurement of the horizontal
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force is undertaaken using aan instrumennted idler rooll that also m
measures thhe idler rotatting
resisstance as a sseparate com
mponent. T
This enables the indentaation rolling resistance tto be
isolaated. The innstrumentedd idler roll cconsist of a pprecision m
made shell whhich is machhined
bothh internally aand externaally to ensurre concentriccity and dynnamic balannce. The idler roll
is suupported at eeach end byy a collar thaat is attached to the shaaft. Each coollar is suppoorted
on a knife-edgee and rockerr support thaat enables thhe vertical fo
force to be measured
m
byy a 100
kg ccapacity loadd beam, while the horizzontal force is measuredd by a 5.0 kg
k s-type loaad
cell.. The rockeer support faacilitates meeasurement oof the verticcal force, while allow
wing
horizontal moveement which is restricteed only by tthe s-type looad cell. Thhe knife-edgge
suppport allows tthe idler shaaft to rotate freely abouut the knife-edge but is restricted byy the
2.3 kg
k (5 lb) cappacity load beam that m
measures thee torque resuulting from the rotatingg
resisstance of thee idler roll.

4. Compar
C
rison of P
Predicted
d to Meaasured In
ndentation Loss
Since the purpose of this study was
w to underrstand the errror and acccuracy of
preddictions, resuults of the vvarious methhods discusssed above were
w comparred to measuured
valuues at identiccal or at least comparabble conditions, over a raange of norm
mal loads annd the
sam
me rubber com
mpound andd viscoelasttic measurem
ments.
T actual bbelt specimeen tested waas a solid wooven carcasss belt with both
The
b
covers of
the ssame rubberr and thicknnesses of 6 mm,
m while a 150 mm diiameter idleer roll was
seleccted. Measuurements off the indentaation rollingg resistance force were taken on thee two
test facilities deescribed in Section
S
3. M
Measuremennts on the reecirculating belt test faccility
weree made at beelt speeds of
o 1.0 to 5.0 m/s, at loadds of about 5500 to 20000 N/m and att a
tempperature of aapproximately 25 oC. S
Similarly, calculations of the indenntation resisstance
weree performedd by the metthods of Secction 2 overr the same raange of beltt speeds andd
loadds, at the test temperature, idler diaameter and m
material propperties from
m the same rrubber
coveer compounnd.
Results of
o the recircuulating belt test facility are shown labeled as T
TUNRA in F
Figure
4, allong with caalculations m
made by thee two methoods describeed in Sectionn 2. All
calculation methhods assum
me a temperaature of 25 oC and incluude that of Jonkers [3]
(labeeled M1) annd the generralized methhod of Lodeewijks [4] (laabeled M2). All calcullations
show
wn in Figuree 4 are baseed on viscoeelastic data ttaken at low
w strain. Alsso, in the
calculation methhod of Jonkkers, moduluus E  was ddetermined from
f
the maaster curve aat a
freqquency of  v a  b)  , where v is the belt speeed and a  b is the idleer/cover conntact
lenggth, which was
w establishhed throughh the iterativve process off Lodewijkss’ method.
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Fig. 4: Indentation resistance at low strain and various belt speeds.

Several observations are immediately clear from Figure 4.
a. Within the range of tested belt speeds, the measured and calculated values of the
indentation resistance are nearly independent of the belt speed. This is especially
true from the calculated values and fairly well corroborated in the measured
values.
b. The calculated values are all considerably less than the measured data and have
less load dependency. These represent methods that have been used for conveyor
design in the past.
c. The energy dissipation method of Jonkers is somewhat higher than the stress
power or moment methods of Lodewijks as expected. (Lodewijks [4]). This is
due to the presumption of initial tensile strain inherent to the method.
Based on observation (a) that the indentation resistance is nearly belt speed
independent for this cover compound, further comparisons were performed at the single
belt speed of 5.0 m/s. Figure 5 shows the effect of using the strain amplitude corrected
material properties as outlined in Section 2, for the Jonkers’ method, M1, and the
Rudolphi Reicks adaptation of Lodewijks’ method, M2. Those calculated values, along
with the measured values of both tests and the non-strain corrected calculated values, are
shown in Figure 5. Note measurements were made at two loads only for the incline roller
tests.
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Fig. 5: Indentation resistance factor - measured and calculated - at various loads.

From the results presented in Figure 5 we further observe that:
a. Low strain and strain corrected prediction results are similar at low load where the
strain is low.
b. The strain corrected calculations are higher than those based on non-strain
corrected rubber properties and diverge more steeply as the strain effect increases
with increasing loads.
c. The 3% strain test data provides parallel but higher loss prediction than those
from the low strain data and crosses the strain corrected data at a load
representing 3% strain in the backing material.
d. The two measured values with the Inclined Roller test correlate fairly well with
the measured values from the TUNRA test facility, but both sets of experimental
data are higher than predicted.
e. Even though the strain corrected calculations trend better to the measured values
than the non-strain corrected (‘low strain’) results, they are still considerably
lower than the measured values.
Point (c) illustrates that use of rubber test data at high strain provides higher loss
predictions which better match test results at intermediate loads but are too high at low
loads. Points (d) and (e) lead to the question if indentation rolling resistance may not be
the only loss taking place during the testing. In both cases, care was taken to ensure
adhesion between the test roll and the rubber was not an important contribution by using
talc or a weathered surface as would occur in normal operation. Both had continuous
10

subsstrates with expected loow potentiall for added ddeformationn at the interrface. In
revieewing the TUNRA
T
testts, additionaal rubber defformation ddue to a consstant 4.6 deggree
bendd angle (equuivalent to a belt deflection to idlerr roll spacinng ratio of 2 %) is seen tto be
appllied to the innstrumentedd idler roll too provide thhe radial loaad. This bennding can bee seen
to prrovide a fully reversed strain cyclee on both siddes of the beelt carcass, nnormal to thhe
indeentation. Thhe magnitudde of this strrain and corrresponding viscoelasticc loss was
apprroximately ccalculated (see Appenddix A) and plotted
p
as a ‘‘corrected’ curve
c
in Figgure 6.
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A test
TUNRA
A test, bendin
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Roller test
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Fig. 6: Inde
entation resis
stance factor - calculated, measured an
nd bending lo
oss corrected
d.

The bendiing correcteed results off Figure 6 prrovide goodd correlationn between
preddicted and m
measured ressults, especiially at low load. Note the reductioon in measuured
loss credited to indentationn as well as tthe change iin trend witth load. Thee latter is duue to
the ssmall changge in bendinng radius witth belt tensiion and therefore roll looad. They aalso
idenntify the poteential imporrtance of beelt bending lloss as anothher loss mecchanism.
Nonnetheless, thhe divergent slope of tesst versus preediction sugggests anothher load
depeendent loss or correctioon is not adddressed. Vaariation of sttrain throughh the cover
thickkness may bbe one of these.

5. Summar
S
ry and D
Discussion
This paper reviews thhe use of sevveral methods for prediicting the ennergy lost duuring
repeeated indentation while the conveyor belt coveer runs on iddler rolls. Itt was establiished
that modeling ruubber deforrmation in one
o dimensioon with the ‘Winkler fooundation’ model
m
provvides reasonnably accuraate results.
With the bbending corrrection appllied, the com
mparison off quantifyingg a strain cyycle
madde by cyclic laboratory ttests or by iindentation seems to bee tolerant off the actual
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moddeling mechhanism. Thaat is, indentaation loss caan be prediccted with reaasonable
accuuracy.
It was alsoo found thatt the range oof strains coommon in coonveyor bellt covers cauuse
signnificant channges in the rubber
r
behavvior, requiriing some method of inncorporatingg this
form
m of non-linnearity whenn determininng stiffness and loss vallues. The sttrain correctted
apprroach adoptted in the cuurrent work uuses a non-llinear materrial model inn conjunctioon
withh a one-dimeensional defformation m
model, basedd on the assuumption thaat every poinnt in
the bbacking unddergoes the same strain amplitude.
Several otther assumpptions made in the prediiction modeels that can aaffect the
accuuracy of the predictionss should be acknowledg
a
ged. These iinclude:
a The rubbber deformaation is assuumed to be zzero at a fixxed boundaryy at the botttom of
a.
the belt cover. A soolid woven carcass wass specified for
f the test bbelt to matchh this
conditioon but other research [9] has shownn that steel ccable carcassses, for exaample,
have addditional lossses due to thhe additionaal rubber defformation between
b
the cords
so that this
t assumpttion may noot hold for alll applicatioons.
b The rubbber stays atttached to thhe idler roll at
b.
a a point off initial conttact so that no
n
frictionaal sliding occcurs.
c Rubber theory also includes ann adhesion m
c.
mechanism that
t retards the roller att the
w seen wiith clean fresh test rubbbers in
trailing ppoint of conntact separattion. This was
the rolleer test but is eliminated with the appplication off talc. It seeems reasonaable
that thiss same phenomenon occcurs when ooperating in most bulk hhandling
environm
ments.
d While not
d.
n accounteed for in the usual conveeyor energyy loss calcullations, belt
bendingg was found to be an additional andd potentiallyy significantt source of loss
that is nnot usually cconsidered w
when calculaating rubberr viscoelastiic loss.
It should bbe clear thatt a useful appplication off this predicction requirees a proper
integgration to thhe load proffile across coonveyor idleer rolls and an understaanding of seeveral
otheer sources off loss, perhaaps includinng belt bendiing. It shouuld be underrstood that tthe
bendding discusssed in Appeendix A appllies only to the test casee used for thhe measurem
ments
in thhis project. Actual belt bending losss is due to the real beltt sag of the troughed beelt
from
m the distribbuted materiial loading and
a also varries across thhe belt widtth.

6. Conclusi
C
ion
This paper confirms tthat a designn relevant inndentation loss predictiion can be
calculated by appplying a suufficiently detailed
d
and accurate maaterial modeel if it includes
nonllinear strainn effects of tthe belt coveer rubber.
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Appendix A
Estimate of Rolling Resistance due to Flexure in the Tested Specimen
The Recirculating Belt Test Facility described in Sec. 3.2 controls the lateral belt
load by controlling the belt tension and a small deflection of the belt as depicted in Figure
3. That lateral deflection, though small (  2%, or 0.04m over a span 2m), introduces a
flexural deformation into the test, and thus a contribution to the measured resistance to
motion of the belt. The purpose of this appendix is to make an estimate of the flexural
contribution to overall measured resistance to motion so that it can be separated from the
measured values to give a more realistic comparison of the indentation resistance to
calculated values of indentation in Sec. 4.
To quantify the effects of flexure or bending, we take an energy dissipation
approach, somewhat similar to that for indentation by Jonkers’ [3] approach for
indentation, where it is presumed that the flexural deformation cycle is harmonic, and
that as the belt passes over the roller, an amount of energy per unit volume U is
dissipated within the belt cover due to hysteresis. The energy dissipated is figured on a
half cycle, and is determined by the dynamic rubber properties and the strain amplitude
of the longitudinal bending strain  o according to the formula [cf. ref. 1],
U 


2

E  o2 


2

E  tan   o2

(A1)

Thus, knowing the dynamic moduli, the strain energy dissipated per cycle of
deformation depends on the strain amplitude. Of course this approach has its limitations,
stemming mostly from the assumption of the harmonic deformation cycle, which is not
the actual case, and is known to overestimate the actual hysteresis loss of a non-periodic
cycle, but at least is provides an estimate.
Based on eqn. (A1) and assuming a steady, harmonic deformation process, a
general formula for the resistance to motion factor (effective drag force per unit belt
width per unit carry load ) that results from equating internal energy dissipation (in a
volume of material of unit belt width and half wavelength of the assumed deformation
cycle in the direction of belt motion) to the external work (drag force times the half
wavelength distance) an equivalent drag force factor is,
f 

1
1  
U  z dz     E  z  o2  z dz

W
W  2 z

(A2)

where z is a coordinate through the belt thickness, and where, in general, the loss
modulus E  , or equivalently E  tan   , has been kept within the integration since the
dynamic properties may be a function of the strain.
For indentation, Jonkers [3] assumes that the backing behaves as a Winkler
foundation (no shear deformation) and presumes the compressive strain through the
backing is harmonic in time, or sinusoidal in the distance along the line of contact with
the idler with the peak strain amplitude  o at the idler centerline. To complete the
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indentation formula, Jonkers uses the viscoelastic stress/strain relationship and
equilibrium of the integrated contact stress with the vertical load on the idler to
determine the compressional strain amplitude as,
   2 W cos  
o  
Dh1  sin  1 3

4E 


where is the effective idler diameter. Then, assuming E  or E  is not dependent on the
strain, and observing that the strain amplitude is independent of (a consequence of
the Winkler foundation model), insertion of the above expression for the strain amplitude
into the above formula (A2) for f i produces Jonkers’ equation for the indentation
resistance factor;
43
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   2  cos 
   Wh 
tan 
f i   

2 
 2  E ' D 
 4 1  sin   

43

(A3)

⁄
such that the
We observe here that the drag factor’s dependence on the idler load is
drag force, as defined as the friction force divided by the normal force ( ), the friction
⁄
factor for indentation is proportional to
.
For flexure or bending of the belt, the longitudinal strain through the belt thickness
is assumed to be linear through the cross-section according to the “planes remain plane”
/ , where
is the radius of
assumption of simple bending theory such that
curvature of the belt at the cross-section where the flexural strain is greatest, or where the
radius of curvature is a minimum. As in simple beam theory of elastic deformation, the
radius of curvature is not a function of z and the drag force for bending, from eqn. (A2)
becomes,
   1 
(A4)
f b    2   E z 2 dz
 2   0  z
where again is the radius of curvature at the point of maximum flexural strain in an
assumed harmonic deformation cycle. If, as in Jonkers’ formula (A3), we take E  to be
independent of strain amplitude, the eqn. (A4) becomes,
   1  E I 
(A5)
f b     2 
 2  W   0 
where I is the second moment of the belt cross-section. To determine f b , it remains to

determine the radius of curvature  0 , which is similar to the determination of the flexural
strain in the harmonic cycle as for the strain amplitude above in the indentation
process.
The formula (A5) for the effective drag force due to belt flexure is predicated on a
harmonic strain cycle that would be experienced by longitudinal elements of the belt
cover as it moves through a half-cycle of continuously recurring cycles of bending. For
the situation of interest here, i.e., for the belt testing facility as described in Sec. 3.2, the
belt shape through the top test section where the forces on the idler are measured, in
steady running conditions, is a complex viscoelastic problem. For purposes here, we
approximate the actual shape by solving the static problem of a tensioned beam over half
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the span of the test section, determine the radius of curvature at the mid-span, or at the
idler, and presume that the strain at the idler is the maximum, or that the radius of
curvature there is a minimum and take the strain to vary harmonically across the top
section of the test fixture.
Strain/Radius of Curvature Relationship
To determine the strain amplitude in flexure, or equivalently the radius of
curvature , we neglect viscoelastic effects and assume that the belt shape is
approximately that of a beam under axial tension T and the governing differential
equation for the lateral displacement w x  is,
2
d 4w
1
2 d w


qx 
(A6)
2
4
EI
dx
dx
where q  x  is a distributed lateral load, E is the elastic material modulus and I the

second moment of inertia of the cross-section and 2  T EI . Corresponding to the test
configuration, we solve the homogeneous ( q  0 ) differential equation above, with the
boundary conditions,
d 2w
d 3w
W
dw
L   0
, wL   0 ,
0  0 , 3 0 
2 EI
dx
dx 2
dx
where W is the vertical (idler) load on the beam at mid-span and L is the distance from
the idler to the fixed end pulley.
The solution to the differential equation (A6) is well known, and together with the
boundary conditions above determines the deformed shape of the belt due to the lateral
load at the idler. From that solution, the lateral displacement at the idler is,
1  L 
 W  1
d  w0  

(A7)
3   2 L
2 
 EI  e  1
and the radius of curvature, or inverse of the second derivative of the lateral displacement
wx  , at the idler,
d 2w
0   W  1 tanh L 
(A8)
2
0
dx
 2 EI   

Then, using the above two equations, given the section modulus , the belt tension (or
) and lateral displacement at the idler, eqn. (A7) determines and eqn. (A8)
determines , or effectively the bending strain, and from eqn. (A4), the resistance factor
for bending is,
 1
 1 
f b    tanh 2 L    E z 2 dz .
(A9)
8 T 
 EI  z
We note here that if E  is strain amplitude dependent, and in the presence of the
linear strain field for bending, the integration that remains may have to be done
numerically. We also observe that if E  is taken to be independent of the strain, or not a
function of , then the integral would appear as E I , but the I of this calculation might
be different than that of the denominator of (A9), as that one is the effective value for the
static shape of the belt while the current one pertains to the viscoelastic property of the
belt cross-section. These could be different, depending on the belt construction.
1
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Sample Calculation
Based on eqs. (A3) and (A9) and the following parameters, the indentation and
bending drag forces, as a function of the lateral load were determined.
Test setup parameters:
Idler diameter and radius:
150
,
75
6.5
Bottom cover thickness:
Belt carcass thickness (woven cord):
4.0
1.0
Span length from idler to pulley:
Idler offset at mid-span:
40

.

Static belt shape parameters:
Measured belt section modulus from a cantilever beam/deflection test:
/
5.78
4.094 ∗
Second moment of the cross-section (solid):
/
10
⁄
Second moment of the cross-section (no carcass):
2 ⁄
4.041 ∗
10
/
⁄
1.412 ∗
5.78⁄4.094 ∗ 10
Effective modulus (measured):
/
10
Viscoelastic belt parameters:
Test temperature: 25
Frequency/temperature shift factor (from Fig. 3, Ref. 13):
1.0 ∗ 10
Dynamic moduli (from master curve, Fig. 2, Ref. 13): ′ 2.7 ∗ 10 /
10 /
′′
2.733 ∗ 10 / ^2
Modulus at test conditions:
√ ′
Effective section modulus (used in eqn. A9):
5.78 2.733⁄1.412
11.19
5.78 ⁄
/

, ′′

2.7 ∗

The calculations were performed at the various loads as measured in the belt test.
The belt tension that goes into eqn. (A9) was determined by eqn. (7) in an iterative
process, i.e., given a load and idler displacement , was determined to satisfy (A7).
The results of that calculation for the indentation and bending drag force are shown in
Figure A1 below.
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Fig. A1: Drag resistance factor for indentation and bending by energy dissipation.

From Figure A1 we may see that the drag factor for flexure is about 0.0032 across
the range of loads considered, and is actually greater than the indentation drag. However,
as the energy dissipation approach tends to overestimate the drag factor, just as seen in
the indentation results as calculated by Jonkers’ method (M2) vs. the Lodewijks method
(M1) of Figure 4. Thus, instead of taking a drag factor of 0.0032 for the full effect of
bending, one can use the ratio of the M2 to M1 curve of Figure 4 to more realistically
estimate the contribution of flexure. That ratio of the M2 to M1 curve is about 0.76 over
the whole range of loads, so a corrected bending value would be 0.0032*0.76 = 0.0024.
To then take into account the flexural effects in the test results, the value of 0.0024 is
then subtracted to “correct” the measured TUNRA test results of Figure 5 to arrive at the
“TUNRA bending corrected” results of Figure 6.
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